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Hello,

Welcome to our first Fleet newsletter of 2017. In this issue we’re looking at the latest technical
innovations that make Volkswagens more efficient on the road and a better experience for drivers. 
We’re also looking back over four decades of the iconic Golf GTI.

    -     Revealed – the technical innovations built into the new Golf

    -     New technology to keep drivers connected and entertained

    -     Celebrating 40 years of the Golf GTI

The new Golf – now available 
to order.
The super-intelligent new Golf is packed full of 
technology to make life easier for the driver. With 
Gesture Control†, the onboard audio, navigation 
and infotainment can be operated with a simple 
swipe of the hand. A larger, 8-inch screen makes it 
easier to programme the sat nav or receive
hands-free calls. And optional Active Info Display 
lets the driver control how information is viewed on 
the instrument dashboard.

Now everyone can choose 
a tune.
Watch what happens when a family uses App 
Connect†† to turn a traffic jam into a “car karaoke” 
party. This new technology connects your 
smartphone to your infotainment system, so 
anyone can be the DJ. Plus, with Guide and 
Inform* from Car-Net you get up to date online 
traffic information sent straight to your 
Volkswagen. To stop you getting stuck in the 
first place.

A 40-year love affair.
Last year, the Golf GTI reached its 40th 
anniversary. Back in 1976, it was earmarked for 
just 5,000 sales worldwide. Yet 40 years and two 
million registrations later, this iconic hot hatch 
remains close to the nation’s heart. See all the 
models featured in our anniversary 
animation below.

Discover the range

Looking for more Volkswagen news? Follow us here:

†Available with Discover Nav Pro. Standard on e-Golf. Optional on all other new Golf models, excluding S and SE 

††Available as standard on SE, SE Nav, SEL and R-Line models. Apps and compatible phone required 

*Available with Discover Navigation which comes as standard on SE Nav, SEL and R-Line models, and Discover 
Navigation Pro. Online subscription is required. Available 36 months from vehicle registration. Internet or Wi-Fi 
via smartphone required. Mobile data charges will apply.

Volkswagen UK is a trading division of Volkswagen Group United Kingdom Limited (company registration number 
514809) whose registered office is at Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5AN, a company 
authorised to conduct business in the United Kingdom (“Volkswagen UK”).

https://www.volkswagen.co.uk/fleet/request-demo
http://www.volkswagen.co.uk/fleet/contact
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